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1. Protester's contention that agency evaluators were too
severe in judging adequacy of protester's proposed
responses to hypothetical problems is not sustained.
Lack of detail in responses indicated a lack of under-
standing of RFP requirements.

2. Offeiorl a failure to submit to agency evrluators resumes
of proposed key personnel did not require rejection of
proposal wIhere personnel in question worked for incum-
bent contractor and werealready known to agency.

3. Agency'si acceptance of offir or'u assurances of verbal corn-
mitments from proposed key personnel is justified.

4 Characterlzation by Awai'd Fee -valuation Board of offeror's
ptrfor-nance under inciimibcnt contract as "excelent" does
not prevent Source Evaluation Board from arriving at lower
rating of "good" for purnoses of proposal evaluation.

5. Uader circ6umsti#Lcesu Source Evaluation Board could reason-
ably conclude thit estimated coat savings to Government under
cost-plus-award fee contract did not require award to offeror

1, ranked second in technical evaluation.

Wackenhut Siirvk;cs, Inc. (Wackenhxit) protests the proposed
award under Requeat for troposal. (RFP) 9*-BB52-58' 6-20P,
issueid by the Nationi Aeroxiautics andSpace Ad"i'nisration (NASA),
Of a-cost-plus-award fee contract for security protectionmand fire
sfety/engineering services at Johnson Space Center. (JSC). Houston,
Texas The offeror chosen for award by NASA was Mason-REguard,
a joint venture, Award has been delayed and Wackenhut, the incumbent
contractor, has extended its performance pending resolution of the
protest.
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Of the seven proposals received, three--those submitted by
Mafon-REauard, by Security Systems of Topeka, Inc. , and by
We'ckenhut--were determined by NASA's Source Evaluation Board
(SED) to be within the competitive range. After receipt of best
and final offers from these firms8 NASA. on August 31, 1976.
announced the seloction of Mason-uEguard for contract award.

Proposals had been evaluated on the basis of four evaluation
criteria: mission suitability factors, cost factors, experience
and past performance factors, and other factors. The "mission
suitability" criterion, which was numerically scored, was divided
into four subcriteria: understanding task requirements, key per-
sonnel, work plan, and company resources. Of these four sub-
criteria, "understanding task requirements" was rated as "most
important, " the second two subcriteria wcre "very important" and
"cormpany resources" was rated as "important."

As to the fout'main criteria, Wackenhut's and-Mason7 REguard's
proposals were both rated Good in miisiion&suitability. although
Wackenhut's numerical score (724 out of 1000 possible points) was
substantially lower than Mavon-REguardls (851'pdints total). As to
the cOst factor, the SEB expressed a high degree of rt riaence in
the pirbable cost figures for both Wackenhut and- Mason-REguard, as
adjusted for correctable weaknesses in each pr6oofil. Wackenhut's
cost proposal was the lower of the two, but the difference was con-
sidered insignificant by the SE];. In the area of company experience,
both offerors were rated as Excellent; asuto past performance, Mason-
REguard was ratuid- Excellent, while Wackenhut received the lower
score of Good. Both competitors were essentially equal in the "other
factors" area. In short, it appears that Meson-REpuard was chosen
for award primarily becauae its numerical mission suitability score
was higher than Wackenhut's.

Wackenhut's protest disputes on several counts the NASA evalua-
tion of its and of Mason-REguard's proposals. As explained below,
we must deny its protest.

Under the mission suitability subcriteiinn of 'understa"dlng task
requirements, " Wrckenhut argues that it was downjraded unfairly an
its responses to hypothetical' roblemis posed by the SEB, These
problems required offerors to establish a fire and electrical hazard
checklist and to describe methods to deal with an airplane crashing
into the JSC Project Menagement Building. On the checklist problem.
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W~ckenhut was down' raded because of a lack of detail in its safety
hazards checklist, while an the airplane :rash problem, the evalua-
tors felt that there wais Ln~uffcient~,detai'on factors such as fire
preennticmn, command'post and evacuation plans. In contrast, Mason-
REguard'a checklist identified more hazards (29 compared to 9 for
Wackenhut) and its airplane crash program was "well organized and
detailed."

In rebuttal, Wackenhut argues that while its responses to these
problems could have been lengthier and more detailed, nevertheless
its responses were correctly addressed to the problems at hand,
and therefore the ratings oa poor and fair, respectively, which it
received, were too severe. Our review of fae record indicates that
in the Evaluators' estimation, tie protesteris checklist showed that
the firm lacked origirialitd'and demonstrated 'a poor understanding
of the RFP, requirement, ;,We canmot say that a rating of poor is
unreasonable for this subcrziterion. Similarly, it appears to us that
the absence of a fire protection plan or evacuation plans from the
offerotrs solution to the airplane crash problem could cause the
evaluators to rate the protesters proposal for this subbriterion as
being only fair. We see no bVids to question these ratings.

W&enhut next argues that as to the "key personnel" subcriterion,
Mansr.-REguard's proposal was nonresponsive to the requirements of
the'RPP because Mason-IlEguard had not submitted with its proposal
the resumes of several key personnel who were performing as employ-
ees of Wackenhut under its c irrent JSC contract. The terms of the
RFP required that:

"Comiplete Key Pnreonnel Resuimes (Form 1) siiIl be
submnttd for an key personnel proposed, indflalij7
as a m1inimum, the Project Manager, Security Chiefs
T ire Chief, Senior Fire Protectio-a Engineer, and
SerAor Safety Engineer * *; Offerors are advised
that failure to have key personnel committed to this
proposed effort may adversely iact the key personnel
scores. (Underscoritg upp11eA.

Mason-REguard's proposal stated that the-resuines of incumbent per-
sonnel were not included since they were already on file with NASA.
NASA states that the word "may" was used in the RFP by design be-
cause thi agency recognized that an Inflexible requirement for resumes
could cause an injustice to incumbent personnel, whose employment
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could be placed in jeopardy by the aubmission of their resumes by a
competing firm. At the same time, NASA states that it wanted the
Rrp to reflect that an offeror who did not submit a resume assumed
the risk that the factasituation might not support the nonsubmission.
In the case cf Mason-REguard, the NASA evaluators determined that
they hevd complete information available to evaluate the proposed in-
cun'bent personnel and therefore the offeror Wns nv penalized for
lack: of resumes. -In our opinion the NASA position is reasonable.
We do not agree with Wackenhut's contention that Mamun-REguard
waa "nonresponsive" to the RFP resume requIrement.

Wackenhut also contends that NASA accepted statements of verbal
commitizient from Mason-liEguard's proposed personnel without ade-
quate verification. Specifically. Wackenhut refers to those proposed
personnel who are employed by Wackenhut under ice current contract
Mason-RE]gurd hadlstated in Itt proposal that "The incumbents in key
posiitions other than the man-3rk [Weckenhut's incumbent manager]
have beencouitacted aind have verbal" -dU'.mitted themselves to
Mason.REguihd should they become the successor contractor."
While Wack6nhut indicates its belief that the facts did iit support
MasoLn-REguard's statement, we believe that, no tithsthaiding some
discrepancies which appeared later, the SEB was jusfified, at the
time it evaluated Mason-REgnartils proposal, in accepting Mason-
REguard's assurance of key personnel commitment. Moreover, the
record does not juBtify a conclusion that Mason-REguard made such
representation improvidently or in bad faith.

In this connection,,4 Wackefihut argues that its'proposal was .un-
fairly downgraded because of dissatisfaction on NASA's part with
the peRiormPnce 'of its' project manager aid Benibr_'safetyiengineer
in the previous cohtract period. These employees had been proposed
by Wackenliut for the new contract as well. We niote, however, that
Mason-REtuard hid proposed the same,'senior safety engineer and
had also been downgraded for this pbsition. Therefore, Wickenhut
was prejudiced in the'awar'sielecti6n only as to its choice for project
manager. Regarding the projezt manager, for whom Wackenhut
received a score of Poor as compared to Mason-REguard's Excellent,
given the shortcomings in performance during the incumbent contract
period as reflected in the SEB Report, we believe a rating of Poor
is reasonable.

Next, Waicentut states that its description of cormHpony
resources, anothier of the silt'criteria, was unfairly downgraded for
brevity. Wockenhut argues that, just as it was possible toUtijdge
Mason-REguiard's proposed employees on the basis of the SEB's
knowledge of them, it should have been possible for the SEB to
evaluate its company resources from NASA's knowledge of its per-
formance over its preceding nine years as contractor. The record
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shows that Wackenhut's peat performance record was evaluated under
the factor of Past Performance, whereas the company resources
factor war designed to measure thy offeror's plans for the new con-
tract. We agree with NASA that an offeror's past performance record
would not necessarily reveal to the agency evaluatarr what resources
the offeror planned to use for the new contract. Therefore, we have
no basih to question the evaluators' rating for this subcriterion.

Turning to the RFP's other main criteria, Wackenhut believes that
the SEB's evaluation of Wackenhut as "good" in the area Of experience
and past performance was inconsistent with three successive years
of "excellent'' ratings from the JSC Award Fee Evaluation Board,
which had determined the amount of the fees awarded to Wackenhut,
based upon j'erformance quality, in the previous contract years.
We believe the SEB could reasonably arrive at a "good" rating.
According to NA', Wackenhut's overall performance had deteri-
orated in the last ,ine months of the contract year ending July 30,
1970. Moreover, as NASA'points out, the award fee rating ejid the
SEB rating are distinct evaluations, performed for the most part
by diffirent personnel, for different purposea, and using the term

excellent" in different senses. We cannot say, therefore, that the
two evaluations are inconsqistent.

Filhly, Wackenhut contends that its propraed cost, lower than
Masionr-REguard's by $84, 000, should have influenced the SEB's
decision in its favor. According to Wackenhut, the fact that Maqon-
f.Eguard's cost proposal had to be refigured in its best and final offer
indicates Mason-REguard's failure to comprehend mission require-
ments. Also, Wzcikenhut stressedI that NASA failed to give its excel-
lent cost control record in the past enough weight when comparing
its proposed costs with Mason-REguard's.

These arguments provide n6 basis to question the awai d to
Ma'on-REguard."The re'5id indicates that after analysis of
Wickenhut's and Mason-REguard's best and final cost estiznates
(which were $1, 752, 000 and $1, 839, 600 respectively, a difference

f about 4s 5 percent), the SEB idjusted for probable, costs. The'prob-
able final cost for Wackenhizt was $1, 749, 900* as 'against $1, 776, 100
for Musonz-Rtiguard, a differenic'e of approximately 1. 6 percent. Since
estimated costs of contract performance aid'pioposal fees are not
to be considered controlling in the award 'of a cost-rnimbursement
type contract, see NASA Procurement Regulation' 3. 805-2, we agree
that the cost differ.ence is not controlling in light of the other evalua-
tion factors. Furthermore, while Wackenhut interprets the need for
relatively more cost adjustments in Masor-REguard's proposal than
in its own as indicative of faI± ze to understand mission requirements,
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NASA indicates that for Masuc-REguard an for all other non-
incumbent offerors, cost adjustments we.e greater simply because
non-incumbents could not know in detail current wage rates, shift
premiums, and other direct coat factors.

We conclude that the judgments rendered by the SEB as to the
relative merits of Wackenhut's and Mason-REguard's proposals
were reasonable. Wackenhut's protest is denied.

Deputy ComptroiifeGeneral
of the United States
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